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By Jazz Critic Alyn Shipton

Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 236 x 157
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the
Beatles favorite group, he won Grammy awards, wrote and recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in
popular music is as much of a paradox, or as underrated, as Harry Nilsson. In this first ever full-
length biography, Alyn Shipton traces Nilsson s life from his Brooklyn childhood to his Los Angeles
adolescence and his gradual emergence as a uniquely talented singer-songwriter. With interviews
from friends, family, and associates, and material drawn from an unfinished autobiography,
Shipton probes beneath the enigma to discover the real Harry Nilsson. A major celebrity at a time
when huge concerts and festivals were becoming the norm, Nilsson shunned live performance. His
venue was the studio, his stage the dubbing booth, his greatest triumphs masterful examples of
studio craft. He was a gifted composer of songs for a wide variety of performers, including the
Ronettes, the Yardbirds, and the Monkees, yet Nilsson s own biggest hits were almost all written by
other songwriters. He won two Grammy awards, in 1969 for Everybody s Talkin (the...
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This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo K uhlm a n-- Jo K uhlm a n

Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek
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